Job Vacancy

MULTISKILLED MAINTENANCE ENGINEER
Rotating shifts 6am-2pm/2pm-10pm

Distinction Doors were the first company to introduce composite doors into the UK and we’re still the market leader over
14 years later. We are proud of the products we sell and aim to maintain our status as the company that delivers leading
edge products that move both the market and our customers’ businesses forward. Delivering a top-quality door
efficiently is at the heart of our offering to customers. Our continuous investment means we can do this not only now but,
in the future, too. Distinction Doors’ set up is state-of-the-art, as you’d expect from the tried, tested and trusted industry
leader.
People are at the heart of our business at Distinction Doors and due to our recent rapid expansion, we are now looking to
recruit a highly motivated Multiskilled Maintenance Engineer to join us.
The Role
The Multi skilled Maintenance Engineer will maintain the production equipment to minimize downtime and maximise
production output. You will be able to use a planned maintenance programme, CMMS, react to breakdowns and technical
issues, diagnosing faults and monitoring performance of equipment following repairs. You will ensure all plant and
equipment is operationally safe and complies with relevant legislation.
The Maintenance Engineer will also plan equipment upgrades and machinery modifications replacing and
commissioning machines when prescribed period of usage is complete. You will also control the maintenance tools,
stores and equipment.
The Person
• Experience of Electrical and Mechanical maintenance engineering.
• Engineering qualifications, Apprentice trained, OND, level 3 in electrical/mechanical, 17th/18th edition
electrical, understanding of pneumatics/hydraulics, installation of machinery, LOTO, permit to work.
• Experience of operating within a manufacturing environment and use of lean, 6 sigma, 6s is highly advantageous.
• Experience of fault finding on CNC machines, edge-banding machines and beam saws, exposure to SCM
machinery would be advantageous.
• Strong communication and people skills.
• A problem solver, highly analytical and proactive in approach.
• The successful candidate will also be flexible in approach, self-motivated, have strong decision making and
attention to detail skills.
• Ability to work effectively on own initiative without supervision and positively contribute within a team
environment.
• Will need to have some flexibility around production needs.
What’s On Offer
The successful applicant will be entitled to a competitive salary and a great range of benefits including:
• £36,000 per annum (with shift allowance)
• 25 days’ holiday + bank holidays
• Bonus Scheme
• Pension scheme.
If you think you are our ideal candidate, please email support@distinctiondoors.co.uk.
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